
Information advice and Guidance: Developing engagement through opportunities 
 
Easthampstead Park Community School is committed to providing a broad and engaging career             
experience for students through Key Stages 3, 4 and 5. Through our curriculum, we provide               
students with a variety of opportunities to learn about careers opportunities both within subject              
lessons and beyond them. Our Careers, Information, Advice and Guidance offer is carefully             
aligned with the Gatsby Benchmarks, ensuring our students are fully equipped with the advice              
and opportunities they need to prepare them for life beyond school.  
 
Our careers programme gives students exposure to a large range of professions to give balance               
reflecting the local and national labour market. This is made possible through working with many               
support organisations such as Study Higher, Spotlight careers, Educational business          
partnership, all of whom help us to deliver a programme of experiences aimed directly at our                
students needs. 
 
We work tirelessly to make the connections with the rich and diverse range of businesses in the                 
Bracknell area and along the M4 corridor. The school is so close to major national and                
international companies, giving a wealth of opportunities to develop and inform our students.             
Several companies have long lasting relationships with the school, including Fujitsu, Johnson &             
Johnson and Legal and General. These partnerships are hugely beneficial to our students, and              
sit at the heart of our careers programme.  
 
Adviza is our careers guidance provider, giving the opportunity for all students in Year 10 to                
receive a bespoke careers session. This is followed by group work focusing on particular              
colleges/apprenticeships or career pathways. We also have more opportunities available for           
career advice and discussion through supporting a small group of students requiring additional             
support. Alongside personal career interviews, students are taught to use eClips, our school             
online careers programme. 
 
Easthampstead Park Community School is dedicated to ensuring that all careers advice and             
guidance opportunities offered to our students are of a high quality, allowing them to benefit               
from the advice of a range of professionals in different fields. We ensure these opportunities               
support our students in carefully considering different careers and the pathways they would             
need to follow to enter different professions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


